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Lampe_H_Angolan Giraffe Vase
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Levens_A_Mind is Pure, Joy Follows p



Leyva_A_Deep Sea Algae



Lopez_D_Cavalluccio Marino



Lopez_D_Hidden Secrets



Nichols_C_Cascading Peace



Nichols_C_Fluted Elegance



Nichols_C_The Aftermath.
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Rash_A_Misfortune



Solano_K_Make My Presence Felt



2019 HPL 
SYRACUSE 

BEST-OF-SHOW 2D
Judges comments:
Best-of -Show was a difficult decision as there were 
so many quality works. We chose this artwork based
on its subtle detail of line work and contrast, along
with very good conceptualism. The quality of line,
contrast, balance, and form was exceptional. The
aartist concentrated on the details as seen in the
reections in the auto body. There is good depth-of-
eld through the use of value and detail, giving the
illusion that the background is blurry, while the 
subject is in focus. Overall, this artwork is very strong
and has all the elements seen in a professional quality
design!



Calderon_M_Look Closer



2019 HPL 
SYRACUSE 

BEST-OF-SHOW 3D
Judges comments:
When choosing the piece for 3D best-of-show, we 
looked at several elements including form, surface
treatment and surface texture. It is very difficult to
choose between sculpture and pottery, as the two
would be preferably in two separate categories.
HHowever, since they are judged together in this show
we chose this piece for its gentle contour of form, the
consistency of wall thickness, the varied surface
textures and the careful selection of glazes that
compliment those textures. Craftsmanship is an
additional element that brings this piece to the top
of the entries. I am continually impressed with the 
eentries coming from SW Kansas. I encourage all of 
you to continue making and creating.



Solano_K_Make My Presence Felt



HANNAH LAMPE
Watercolor Mono Print

Competition
Grand Champion



2019 HPL Medalists

Front row: Aiden Rash, Emeny Olivares, Callie Nichols,
Daniel Lopez, Ali Levens.

Back row: Mirka Calderon, Hannah Lampe, Mercedes
Andazola, Alondra Leyva, Karla Solano.


